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“Amazing                          
Adaptations!”     

Read Around the Room Activities 

Instructions: 

Students work alone or in small groups during this activity.                

Prior to this activity, copy and laminate one (or both) sets of clue 

cards on cardstock.  Students then complete one of the three 

question sheets.  This activity could extend over multiple days 

because of the variety of clue cards and question sheets. 



Adaptation Clue Cards-Set #1: 
  

  

Animal: Woodpecker 

Adaptation: Strong beak 

Adaptation Purpose: Get food 

Adaptation Fast Fact:  

The woodpecker’s main food 
source is insects that live inside 
trees.  To help them get to their 
food, they “drill” a hole into the 

tree.  This requires some       
special tools!  The woodpecker 
is equipped with a very strong 

beak and neck which can     
absorb the constant pounding 

necessary to get to their     
food source. 

Animal: Frog 

Adaptation: Long, sticky tongue 

Adaptation Purpose: Get food 

Adaptation Fast Fact:  

The frog’s tongue is an amazing 
food-catching tool.  Unlike our 

tongue, a frog’s tongue           
attaches at the front of its 

mouth.  It is 1/3 the length of its 
body, and has a sticky tip.  In 

the blink of an eye, a frog can 
catch an unsuspecting insect 
with pinpoint accuracy and 

lightning speed! 



Read Around the Room 
Amazing Adaptations!     

 

Name:  

As you move around the room, read the Clue Cards 
to help you answer the questions.  Good luck! 

#1) A frog’s tongue is 1/3 of its body length. 

True False 

 

#2) Name two body parts of a woodpecker that help it get food. 

    

    

#3) What substance is a porcupine’s quills made of? 

    

    

#4) What does a kangaroo use to balance on while it kicks? 

Front Legs Tail Nose Hind Legs 

    

#5) A butterfly’s tongue, called a _________________________, 

helps it get ________________________. 

Version 1.1 



Adaptation Clue Cards-Set #2: 
  

  

Animal: Bat 

Adaptation: Echolocation 

Adaptation Purpose: Get food 

Adaptation Fast Fact:  

Bats are nocturnal, meaning 
they hunt at night.  To find food 

in the dark, bats 
use echolocation to navigate 

to their food source.  They send 
out sound waves from their 

mouth or nose. When the sound 
waves hit an object they      

produce echoes. The echo   
bounces off the object and    

returns to the bat’s ears.  

Animal: Bald Eagle 

Adaptation: Sharp talons 

Adaptation Purpose: Get food 

Adaptation Fast Fact:  

The bald eagle is a                
“bird of prey,” meaning that it 

is a meat eater.  When bald  
eagles spot their next meal, 

they swoop down from the sky 
and grab it with their specially 
designed talons (claws).  These 

Talons are curved and            
extremely sharp, which         
enables it to grab their               

unsuspecting prey.   



#6) What is the purpose for the duck’s adaptation? 

 Movement   

 

#7) The mouth of a mother alligator keeps her babies warm. 

True False 

    

#8) Which choice below does an elk not use his antlers to protect? 

Himself  
Female elk in his 

care 
Baby elk in    his 

care  
Predators 

    

#9) When a skunk feels threatened, they shoot 

a foul smelling mixture of chemicals at the predator. 

    

#10) Explain why echolocation is an important adaptation for bats.  
If bats lost their ability to use echolocation, what would be some 

possible outcomes for the bat population? 

Answers will vary.  Could include the following: 

*Necessary to find food. 

*Necessary for movement. 

*Without this adaptations, bats would possibly become extinct 

because they would not be able to find their food in the night. 

Version 2.2 



“Amazing                          
Adaptations!”     

Tree Map Sorting Activity 
Instructions: 

Students work in small groups during this activity.                    

Have students cut out the four heading cards, as well as a set of the  

twenty adaptation cards.  Groups then collaborate to decide which   

heading the adaption goes under.  For several adaptation cards,  

students will have to discuss what they feel is the main purpose for 

the adaptation.  For example, kangaroo hind legs could be used for 

protection or movement.  The Tree Map is optional, but please    

refer to the example provided if you are interested. 



Amazing Adaptations! 
Animals have developed many incredible adaptations that allow them to 

survive.  Create a Tree Map by cutting out the  following  adaptations 
then place them under the correct heading for how it helps an animal: 

movement, protection, getting food, or reproduction. 

Movement  
Protection 
Getting Food  
Reproduction 

Headings: 



 
Parrot-                                    

Wings and feathers 

 
Killdeer-                                   

Broken wing trick 

 
Frog-                                     

Sticky tongue 

 
Elk-                                            

Antlers 

 
Snake-                                     

Strong stomach muscles 

Adaptations: 



 
Leaf-Tailed Gecko-

Camouflage 

 
Woodpecker-                      

Sharp beak, strong neck 

 
Sea Turtle-                              

Bury eggs in sand 

 
Eagle-                                    

Sharp talons 

 
Kangaroo-                              
Hind legs 

Adaptations: 



Parrot-                          
Wings and feathers 

Porcupine-               
Quills 

Killdeer-                      
Broken wing trick 

Fish-                           
Broad tail and fins 

Frogs-                        
Long, sticky tongue 

Emperor Penguins-   
Brood pouch 

Elk-                               
Antlers 

Chicken-                      
Egg tooth 

Snake-                       
Strong stomach muscles 

Skunk-                     
Smelly spray 

Bat-                              
Echolocation 

Leaf-Tailed Gecko-
Camouflage 

Sea Lion-                     
Flippers 

Woodpecker-         
Sharp beak, strong neck 

Butterfly-                    
Proboscis 

Sea Turtle-                 
Bury eggs in sand 

Alligator-                     
Babies in mouth 

Eagle-                       
Sharp talons 

Duck-                   
Webbed Feet 

Kangaroo-                 
Powerful hind legs 

Adaptations: 



“Amazing                         
Adaptations A-Z”     

Writing Activity 
Instructions: 

Students work alone or in small groups to complete this activity.         

For each letter of the alphabet, students write a sentence that either       

includes an animal or an adaptation that begins with that letter.  For    

example, the word echolocation could be used in two different letters: 

Bats use echolocation to help them find food (letter B), or                 

Bats use echolocation to help them find food (letter E). 



Amazing Adaptations A-Z! 
For each letter of the alphabet, think of an animal or an adap-

tation that begins with that letter.  Here are two examples: 

A: Anteaters have long sticky tongues to help them get food. 

W: Geese have webbed feet to help them move in the water. 

A:  

B:  

C:  

D:  

E:  

F:  

G:  

H:  

I:  

J:  

K:  



“Adaptation Stories”     
Writing Activity 

 Instructions: 

Students work alone during this activity.  This is the main   

component of the unit, and could be used either with or without 

the other two pieces.  This would be done after students have 

gained good prior knowledge of adaptations.  I also showed my 

students several “Just So Stories being read on YouTube and 

read them my story, “How the Frog Got Its Tongue.”  First,  

students brainstorm as many animals and adaptations (Circle 

Map) they can think of.  I had my students share their lists in 

order for them to gain more ideas.  Next, students choose an  

animal and adaptation and fill out one of the two Story Maps, 

focusing on the skill of plot or problem & solution.  Finally, 

students engage in the writing process.  You can use the paper 

templates provided, or have your students type them out.  If 

you have any questions, please email me at                             

ihmgcreations@gmail.com. 



Use this Story Map to help you plan your Animal Adaptation story. 

Animal:________________________ 

Adaptation:___________________ 

Ways Adaptation Help the Animal Survive: 

 

Briefly Describe the Plot of Your Story: 

 

 

 

 



 Many moons ago, when the Earth was young, some animals had different features or 

behaviors than today.  Now a deer was still a deer, and an eagle was still an eagle, but when 

one animal would learn a new skill or discover a new feature, other animals would have to 

adapt, as well.  One such example happened with the frogs.  You see, when frogs were first 

created, they had tongues similar to ours.  At the time, these tongues worked just fine.     

However, as times changed, the frog’s tongue came into question.  One day, the Frog King 

summoned his kind for an emergency meeting. 

 “Fellow frogs,” he began, “we are facing a crisis!  Our main food source, the insects, 

have learned how to use their wings and have gained the ability to fly.  Since we are not 

equipped to do this, we are in danger of starvation!!  Tonight, each of us must think how to 

solve this problem.  We will meet at the Gum Tree tomorrow at sunrise to discuss our         

options.  I must tell you, our future as frogs is in danger!” 

 Unfortunately, frogs of long ago were not very motivated.  Most of the frogs left and 

went home to take a nap, unconcerned about the problem.  However, one young frog named 

Gideon was determined to save his people.  “I will not sleep until I figure out a way to catch 

those flying insects!” he said to himself. 

 His first thought was to make his tongue longer.  He climbed up a small tree while 

holding a strong piece of grass.  He tied one end of the grass to his tongue and the other end 

to a branch then stepped off the branch, hanging only by his tongue.  The pain was             

excruciating!  He held on for as long as he could, but had to untie the knot after only a few 

seconds.  He felt his tongue to see if it was longer.  Nothing, except now it was very sore! 

  

“How the Frog Got Its Tongue” 

By Mr. K 



Animal Adaptation Story Self-Evaluation 
Name:  

Content 
Question: Yes Not Yet 

Do I clearly introduce my animal to my reader?   

Do I clearly introduce my animal’s adaptation          
to my reader? 

  

Do I clearly explain how my animal’s adaptation 
helps it to survive? 

  

Do I give my reader a good explanation for how my 
animal got its adaptation? 

  

Does my story make sense to my reader?   

My predicted Content score:  

Conventions 
Question: Yes Not Yet 

Does my story have a beginning, middle, and end?   

Do all my sentences begin with a capital letter?   

Do I use proper punctuation throughout my paper?   

Are a majority of my words spelled correctly?   

Is my paper nice, neat, and presentable?   

My predicted Conventions score:  



Animal Adaptation Story Evaluation 
Name:  

Content 
Question: Yes Not Yet 

The animal is clearly introduced to the reader.   

Animal’s adaptation is clearly evident to the reader.   

Evident how animal’s adaptation helps it to survive.   

Appropriate explanation for how the animal          
got its adaptation? 

  

Story make sense and is entertaining.   

Overall Content Score:  

Conventions 
Question: Yes Not Yet 

Story has a beginning, middle, and end.   

Each of sentence begins with a capital letter.   

Proper punctuation usage throughout the paper.   

Majority of the words are spelled correctly.   

Paper is nice, neat, and presentable.   

Overall Conventions Score:  

Comments:  


